Big Bird’s Everyday Conversation Cards

These cards can help spark conversations during children’s everyday routines. Cut them out, and keep them in a place that will make it easy for you to look at them together each day. You might keep the “walking,” “shopping,” and “in the car” cards in your wallet; the “mealtime” card taped on a wall where you eat; and the “bedtime” card on the bedroom wall.

**Getting Dressed**
What are you excited to do today? Who are you going to see?

**Mealtime**
What is the happiest thing that happened to you today? The saddest thing? The silliest thing?

**In the Car**
Tell me about a time you felt happy…sad…frustrated…excited…surprised!

**Shopping**

**Walking**
What letters do you see? Words? Shapes? Colors?

**Snack Time**
What does your food look like? What does it taste like?

**Bath Time**
Which toys float and which toys sink? Do the big toys always sink?

**Bedtime**
Once upon a time, I was a superhero named…